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When a physician applies for privileges at a certain
hospital, the hospital is required to verify the
physician’s credentials by investigating their
education, training, licensure and certifications.
Privilege requests are specific to the
physician’s practice and training and
require evidence of ongoing competence
for re-privileging.

Appointments are usually granted for 2
years, but this is stipulated in the medical
staff bylaws. A letter is usually sent to
the physician stating the privileges have been
granted, what specifically they are and the date the
appointment will expire. There is usually a check
off list included with the application identifying
which specific privileges the physician is
requesting. The credentialing committee will
review the education records and/or continuing
education certificates documenting that the
physician has completed the appropriate training.
The physician also needs to demonstrate current
competence in a particular procedure. On the
application the physician documents the number of
times he has performed each procedure. If the
physician has received training but has not
performed the procedure in a long time, he may no
longer be competent to perform the procedure
without additional training or experience.
Rural hospitals often have difficulty attracting
specialists and may hire someone with less
experience than a city hospital, therefore the
standard for credentialing may be less stringent. In
addition, due to fewer physicians on staff, the
ability of existing staff to monitor newer physician
performance is hampered.

A common allegation plaintiffs may make against a
hospital is that the hospital failed to adequately and
properly scrutinize a physician’s application for
privileges, staff membership, re-privileging and/or
specific procedures for privileging. Another possible
allegation against the hospital may be that the
hospital failed to supervise the physician.
The plaintiff attorney should always request
the physician’s “credentialing file” when this
allegation is being considered, although it
may be protected by peer review privilege.
Other documents to request may include the
hospital bylaws and a copy of the contract
between the hospital and physician. These
should also be reviewed by the defense.
Types of documents that may be included in the
credentialing file are: department clinical privilege
request form, initial application for medical staff
appointment, clinical privileges and reappointment,
correspondence between hospital department chairs
and the physician, board of trustees meeting
minutes, temporary staff privileges, state board of
medicine certification, verification of licensure from
state Board of Medicine, CV of physician, certificate
of insurance, controlled substance registration
certificate, verification of undergraduate degree,
verification of residency and medical school,
references from medical school professors,
references from hospital CEO to another hospital ,
documentation that physician acted in accordance
with the medical staff bylaws regarding medical
records completion and letters from medical
specialty Boards regarding certification.
If working for the defense, one must be careful in
what you disclose to your credentialing expert,
otherwise the privileged protection may be waived.
Source: Journal of Legal Nurse Consulting, Vol. 14., No. 3
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Credentialing Practices
Practices
Survey
Survey
In October 2001 HCPro conducted a survey of
organizational credentialing practices. There were 1159
respondents from hospitals, managed care
organizations, physician practice groups and long term
care facilities. Below are the items this writer found
most interesting. The full text can be reviewed at
www.credentialinfo.com or call us for a copy.
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43% of organizations verified all licensure
information, as opposed to current licensure
only or going back a certain number of years
81% verified all post graduate training
programs
93% obtained the applicant’s medical
malpractice history
67% only went back 5-10 years to verify
malpractice history
20% did not check specialty board status
30% accepted signed references from the
applicant, as opposed to department
chairman, physician in same specialty or
physician who observed the applicant first
hand.
27% always perform criminal background
checks
88% always verify prior appointments or
employment
84 % always perform clinical reference
checks
17% permitted a physician to begin
practicing before verifying qualifications in
the previous 2 years. —

Typical Criteria for Discharge from
an Ambulatory Surgery Unit
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Alert and oriented
Stable vital signs
Gag, swallow and cough reflexes intact
Normal respiratory status
Able to walk
Nausea, vomiting and dizziness minimal
Surgical site assessment within normal limits
Pain controlled with pain pills
No IV sedation or analgesia within the last hour
Able to urinate
Written discharge instructions given and
understood
#
Prescriptions given
#
Escort present
#
Written orders by surgeon
#
Evaluation by anesthesiologist
Source: MedicalLegal QuicktTips. —

Tips for Your Practice . . .
Have you noticed in the past few years that it is taking
longer and longer to get medical records you have
requested? Many hospitals, doctor’s offices and other
facilities are insisting on using their own HIPAA
compliant authorizations. To avoid this problem, it may
behoove your staff to either call the medical records
department of each facility to determine if they will
accept your firm’s authorization or prefer their own. You
can also keep a binder of master copies of each facility’s
medical authorizations to make this process smoother and
obtain your requested medical records without delay. —

